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I Additional Examples

) write an inequality for each
raph. The boundary line is given.

. boundary: y: lx - 2l * 1

> lx-21 -1
I boundaryty: _tx

r< -]x + 3

Cl'osure

irppose y is alone on the left side
rf an inequality. After you graph
ftre boundary, how can you decide
itrelher to include the boundary
h tlre graph and which region to
hade? lnclude the boundary if
l: iinequality symbol is < or >.
Itre sl'mbol is < or <, shade
l*qr ffre boundary. lf the
5ln,sc s > or >, shade above
l: boundary.

You can write an inequality by examining a graph.

Writing lnequalities

Write an inequality for each graph. The boundary line is given.

L.: b.

O

boundary:y :3x - 2

The boundary line is dashed.

The shaded region is below the
boundary.
This is the graph of y < 3x - 2.

boundary:y:lx-3|+2
The boundary is solid.
The shaded region is above

the boundary.
This is the graph of y > l;r - 3l

6 ChsckUndersfanding fl) wrlte an inequality for each graph.

',lt::
l,

il

y>b<+5

For more practice, see Extra Prar

Example 1

(page 100)

Graph each inequality. 1-9. See margin pp. 102-103.

l.y>2x+1. 2.Y<3 3'x<0

4.y=x- 5 5.2x*3Y>12 6.2Y>4x-6

t.y>lx+! 8.3x-2y=9 9.5x>-Y+3

10. Cooking The time needed to roast a chicken depends on its weight. Allov
least 20 min/lb for a chicken weighing up to 6 lb. Allow at least 15 minilb fr

chicken weighing more than 6lb. a-b' See back of book.

a. write two inequalities to represent the time needed to roast a chicken.

b. Graph the inequalities.

Graph each absolute value inequality. 1 1 -1 9. See back of book.

Example 2
(pages 100-101)

Chapter

b.

+3

fl rractice by Example

pages 102-104
Exercises

1. 

-^tv 

{'______Tj_;___

----ti-
-ad 'll t

Example 3
(page 101) lL.y=l2x-1.1 L2.y-l:xl+I 13.y=la-tl

t4.y>l--r + 4l + 1 15.y - 7 > lx + 2l . 16.v + 2=l+.1

17.3 - y= -lx - 4l 18.1 - y <lzx - tl r9.v +3 < l3xl -

2 Linear Relationships and Functions

4.

y=lx +41-3

102

'm 5.



Example 4
(page 102)

Apply Your Skills

-J

\*z
-2x+4
r+21
-l' - +l

x+tl-t

nding Math
p with reading

lving Exercise 44,
r05.

l

Write an inequality for each graph. In each case, the equation for the boundary
line is given.

20.y:-*-
\ . '''
,":1..'...-1

26.3(x - 2) + 2y = 6 27.0.5x + 1.2y < 6

2e.lx+3y=t

32.2(x+3)+y>2

3s.lx + z=$y

47.y - lx + 1l - l" - 1l

49.y< l"-31- lx+31
47-50. See back of book.

30. l:r - 1,1>y +7 3l.y - lZxl=21

tt.tx-Lyrt 3a.lx+2) _ 3<y

36.0.25y - 1.5x > -4 37. 8x - 4y = -3

48.y>lxl+lx+31
50.t<7-l*-al +l.rl

Lesson 2-7 Two-Variable lnequalities 103

Assignment 0uide

pobjective
S@Core 1-10,23-29,

32-33,35-40,
4445

Q Extension 46

pobiective
Q@Core 11-22,30-31,

34,4143

Q Extension 47-50

Standardized Test Prep 51-56

lVlixedfieview 57-74

Error Prevention
Exercises 13, 14 Students
may find it easier to graph the
boundaries if they write the
inequalities asy - lx - ql
andy>lx-al+1.Besure
they understand why this is

permissible.

22.2y:

:,.-.-r-..,.,.:,...-i."t\:.,,1.......r :.._...i..-t...:1 j_r. -,.,....-" i t l

y<-x-2 sx+3ysg Zy>lZx+Al
Graph each inequality on a coordinate plane. 23-37. See back of book.

23. 5x - 2v :- -1.0 24.2x-5y<*10 zs.]x+?rrZ
28. -3x + 4y > -6

Write an inequality for each graph.

44. Open-Ended Wrire an inequality that has (10. 15). (- 10.20). (-20. -25),and
(25. - l0) as solutions. Answers may vary. Sample: V = -3" + T

€F +S. Business' To raise funds,thejunior class plans to sell frozen yogurt cones and
sundaes. Each dessert contains one scoop of yogurt.
a. Write an expression to represent the number of scoops of yogurt used in

making c cones ands sundaes. c + s
b. Suppose you have enough yogurt for 200 scoops. Write an inequality to

represent all the possible combinations ofcones and sundaes. c + s s 200
c. Graph the inequality. Is the point (20,50) a solution? See back of book.
d. On your graph,flnd the point representing 60 cones and as many sundaes as

Q ch" r"ns" \ ou ffiTHl:":ffi ;ffiifi, ;: "::T,""T:: ;:"".::,ffi,,.test which side of the boundary line to shade. Describe a situation in which you
couldnot use (0,0) as a test point. Answers may vary. Sample: when it lies

on the boundary line

ffi Graph each inequality on a graphing calculator. Then sketch the graph.
g

39.

Y.

.x:

'tl
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Practice 2-7

EEm ffi l..i...i.j.mffi H# trihffi
ffiffiwiw
ffiH Fi*qd =EL!4n
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t
L u**on 8uiz2'7
6raph each inequalitY'

t.y> -lor*Z

L-y+1 -lx + 3l

- Resources
For additional Practice with a
variety of test item formats:
. FCAT Practice, P. 1 1 1

. FCAT Strategies, P' 105

. FCAT Daily Practice and

5trategies TransPa rencies

Gxercise 53 lt will helP to rewrite

the inequalities in choices B' C'

and D so that the variable Y is

alone on the left side of the
inequalitY sYmbol' Be careful

wnen dividing both sides bY a

neEative number'

51. The graPh at the right shows

which inequality? A

A.Y>lx+4\-4
B'Y>lx-4.|+4
C'Y<l*+4\-4
D.y<lx-4\+4

MultiPle Choice

52. The graph of which inequality has its vertex at (Z]' 'S!

F.Y<l2x- ?l- ? or:.'r1 
r'lr"-7;H.Y>lzx*5i -5

53. Which inequality is NOT equivalent to the others? D

A,.y<!x-3 B'3Y'2x-9

C.2x- 3Y>9 D'2x-3Y=9

l

-5
-5

54. The graPh at the right shows

which inequalitY? F

F.Y<-2'5x+5
G.2.5x+Y>5
H.2'5x + Y <5
l.5x+2Y=5

55. Which point(s) are solutions of the inequality 5x + 3y > 2'l C

, (0, o) ' 
'::i:,,,;;";; a; 

=i 
rrr (o' !) ano (r

A. I only B' I and ll 6' lll only D' ll and

56. At least 300 tornadoes occur in the United States each year' Write an

inequality to moa"t t"f'e"""tO"t 
"+ 

tornadoes that could occur during

next x years. oescribe ti" Jotuin and range of the inequality'

See margin'$!erng!-1YgAs-se9"ggt91t-

Have students work in Pairs' Each

trra"nt gives the coordinates of

t$ro ooints not on the same

vertical line. The Partner writes

and graPhs a linear inequalitY

whoie boundarY contains the

tiven points. Each Partner checks

the other's work'

oreater than 0, since
J"ars are whole
numbers and can't be

negative. The range
is whole numbers =
300, since You cannot
have a fraction of a

tornado and in
first Year You \lr

at least 300.

tll includes onlY
inequalitY with
exPlanation of
and range

ffiM
FCAT Format quiz at
www.PHSchool'com

Web Code: aga-0207

pages 1O2-1O4 Exercises

56. t2l Y > 300x, where Y is
the number of
iornadoes that could
occur in the next x
Years' The domain is
iltwtrote numbers

Short ResPonse

104 Chapter 2 Linear Relationships and Functions

Lesson 2'6 Graph each function by translating its parent function'

57.v:2x+5 58'v=l"l-3 sg'f(x)=lx+6

60'f(x):x. 2 6r'v:lx+21 62'v= lx-1ir
SZ-AZ'See margin P' 105'

Lesson 2-3 out"*-i-r,-"i,;il. i varies directlv with r' If s1' finrt tn":""JgtT,::i:lt:t'

63'y=x* I no 64'v=fOO"i66' 65'5x-1':0 -5 66'r'-:

67.x:{Ves;3 68' -4:!-r no 69'y= -10xyes; 70'xy:1'

€F Zf' Gommissions The amount of a commission is directly proportional to I

amountofasale'Arealtort;;;;;missionof$13'500onthesal
$225'000 house' How -"tt' *""iJ'n" commission be on a $130'000 hot

$7800

Lesson 2'2 Graph each pair of equations on the same coordinate plane'

72.y : x,y : -x. 73'y : -2x * t'y =2x 74'y : 4x - 7''

72-74'See margin P' 105'


